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The predominant model of tax induced transfer pricing is based on the assumption that profit shifting is due to insufficient enforcement. However, evidence shows that the firms responsible for most profit shifting are also among the most frequently audited. We present an alternative model based on negotiations that avoid costly, yet uncertain, formal proceedings (e.g. court procedures). This model predicts that profit shifting increases in the tax gap even though enforcement is perfect. Further, it suggests that current efforts to streamline international tax law may have the unintended effect of increasing profit shifting.
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1 Introduction

A large body of empirical evidence demonstrates that multinational firms shift profits from high- to low-tax locations by manipulating transfer prices and/or choosing adequate financial policies (see Huizinga and Laeven, 2008). In public and policy spheres, this is decried as harmful because it circumvents the legitimate raising of tax revenues from multinational firms. In response, a variety of initiatives, including the OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit
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Shifting (BEPS) Project, propose a variety of changes to the tax environment that enhance enforcement and streamline reporting.² However, drawing political and policy conclusions requires a clear understanding of the circumstances under which firms shift profits.

The prevalent model of tax-induced profit shifting via transfer pricing is a version of the Allingham and Sandmo (1972) model. In this model, firms may choose to deviate from a “true” transfer price and incur a concealment cost, often interpreted as accountants who “cook the books” and/or a penalty if the manipulation is detected. Profit maximization implies that the marginal tax saving equals the marginal concealment cost. As a consequence, an increase in the tax rate differential increases profit shifting. This concealment model is parsimonious and fits the empirical facts, i.e. the negative correlation of profit and tax rates (see Dharmapala, 2014). Thus it has become the model of tax-induced transfer pricing. Among its recommendations is that, to curb profit shifting, governments should increase enforcement.

However, the assumptions on which the concealment model rests are at odds with important aspects of the empirical reality. Large firms are both the most apt to shift profits (Davies, et al. 2014) and the most frequently audited.³ Moreover, actual penalties are rarely imposed and, as the most prominent examples (Apple, Starbucks etc.) show, tax avoidance schemes are often within the legal limits and need not be concealed. There is thus a clear need for an alternative explanation of profit shifting. A simple alternative is to explain profit shifting as countries accepting generous transfer prices to prevent firm re-location (Becker, Davies and Jakobs 2014); i.e. assuming that transfer pricing is part of the set of strategic trade policy instruments. Moreover, profit shifting may be the outcome of a bilateral negotiation process, the so-called mutual agreement procedures (MAP) as described in the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines (2010) between tax authorities (Becker and Davies, 2014).⁴

This paper considers an explanation of profit shifting which is based on policy uncertainty arising from the incompleteness of international tax rules. As admitted by the OECD (2010), “transfer pricing is not an exact science” (pg. 2), with a range of acceptable methodologies resulting in a range of reasonable transfer prices (i.e. no “true” price exists). Due to this indeterminacy, the location of income within the firm is open for interpretation, with the firm and the high-tax country preferring opposite ends of this spectrum. In practice, such

³The German Ministry of Finance (Bundesfinanzministerium 2014) reports a 20% probability for large firms of being audited, i.e. every five years. Since audits usually expand to previous accounting years, the detection probability is therefore close to certainty. Accordingly, in a recent ruling, the German Supreme Tax Court assumed that the average probability that the tax statement in an individual year is audited (i.e. in this year or in the future) is around 80% for large firms (see Bundesfinanzhof, 2012).
⁴In addition, generous transfer prices may be granted to induce the low-tax country to increase tax rates (Becker and Fuest, 2012).
disputes are generally settled via informal negotiations (PwC, 2013). Should these fail, the price is determined by a costly formal process and ultimately by a court decision which, given the ambiguity in the regulations, has an uncertain outcome.\(^5\) In equilibrium, transfer prices are set to prevent this costly formal stage. Our model predicts that profit shifting increases in the tax differential even when auditing is perfect. The policy implications, though, differ diametrically from the concealment model. First, greater enforcement does nothing to curb profit shifting. Since there is no concealment in our setting – fitting the fact that, despite near frequent audits, large firms continue to shift profits – more frequent audits do not increase tax revenue. Second, policies that address the uncertainty or the cost of formal transfer pricing settlements will impact profit shifting. Surprisingly, a reduction in the cost of the formal procedure may increase profit shifting.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents a stylized model of profit shifting based on negotiations between the firm and the tax authority. Section 3 concludes.

2 The Model

Consider a firm located in two countries, \(h\) and \(l\), where the ranking of taxes is \(t_h > t_l\). The firm maximizes world-wide after-tax profits whereas country \(h\) maximizes its tax revenue.\(^6\) Country \(l\) remains passive.\(^7\) The firm produces a fixed-input intermediate in \(l\) (e.g. R&D) at cost \(c\) which is used in \(h\) to produce a final product, yielding revenue \(\pi\). The transfer price used for the intermediate is \(p\). We assume that \(p \in [c, \pi]\), i.e. declared profits cannot be negative in either location. This range admits the indeterminacy identified by the OECD (2010). After-tax profits are, given \(p\):

\[
\Pi(p) = (1 - t_h)(\pi - p) + (1 - t_l)(p - c) \tag{1}
\]

while \(h\)’s revenues are \(R_h(p) = t_h(\pi - p)\).

The transfer price is determined via a two step process. First, the firm and \(h\) informally negotiate over \(p\). If they agree, after-tax profits and tax revenues are as above with \(p = p^N\) where superscript \(N\) denotes the negotiated value. Should they fail to agree, a second stage begins in which the transfer price is determined by a costly formal court process as described above. Given the complexity of the tax system and vagaries of the court, the price emerging

\(^5\)Wrappe, Dougherty, and Hill (2000) discuss this for the US.

\(^6\)Note that this makes the location of the firm’s headquarters irrelevant.

\(^7\)Since the firm and \(l\) both prefer to shift income to \(l\), this simplification is reasonable. See Davies and Becker (2014) for a model where \(l\) is active.
from this process, denoted by $p^C \in [c, \pi]$, is uncertain. From the viewpoint of the firm and country $h$, $p^C$ is a stochastic variable, the underlying distribution function of which is subject to the agents’ beliefs. Let the firm believe that $p^C$ is drawn from a distribution $F(\tilde{p}^C)$ with associated density $f(\tilde{p}^C) = F'(\tilde{p}^C)$, the tilde denoting potential values of $p^C$; the government in $h$ treats it as emerging from $G(\tilde{p}^C)$ where $g(\tilde{p}^C) = G'(\tilde{p}^C)$. These beliefs can be the same or different (as might occur with private information). In addition, the formal process (i.e. going to court) entails a cost $f > 0$ for the firm and $h > 0$ for $h$. Thus, should negotiations fail, expected profits and tax revenues are, respectively,

$$E(\Pi) = (1 - t_h) \pi - (1 - t_l) c + (t_h - t_l) E_f(\tilde{p}^C) - \delta_f \quad (2)$$

$$E(R_h) = t_h (\pi - E_h(\tilde{p}^C)) - \delta_h \quad (3)$$

where $E_f(\tilde{p}^C) = \int_c^\pi \tilde{p}^C f(\tilde{p}^C) \, d\tilde{p}^C$ and $E_h(\tilde{p}^C) = \int_c^\pi \tilde{p}^C g(\tilde{p}^C) \, d\tilde{p}^C$. Using the Nash bargaining solution, the negotiated transfer price is the solution to:

$$\max_{\tilde{p}^N \in [c, \pi]} \left( \Pi(\tilde{p}^N) - E(\Pi) \right)^\alpha \left( R_h(\tilde{p}^N) - E(R_h) \right) ^{1-\alpha} \quad (4)$$

where $\alpha$ is the relative bargaining power of the firm. Solving for the equilibrium negotiated price, $p^N$, yields:

$$p^N = \hat{E}(\tilde{p}^C) + \frac{\delta_h}{t_h} - (1 - \alpha) \frac{\delta_f}{t_h - t_l} \quad (5)$$

where $\hat{E}(\tilde{p}^C) = \alpha E_h(\tilde{p}^C) + (1 - \alpha) E_f(\tilde{p}^C)$ is the bargaining-strength weighted average of the two expected transfer prices, i.e. a kind of consensus measure of the expected $p^C$.

Before we consider policy effects, note that the extent of profit shifting crucially depends on the cost of formal procedures. If this cost increases sub-proportionally to the size of the transaction, our model can rationalize why large firms shift more. The reason is that their cost of going to court is smaller relative to the profit that can be gained. A similar point can be made for older firms since $f$ may be expected to decrease in experience. Correspondingly, large and experienced tax administrations may be more successful in preventing profit shifting. Also note that it does not pay off to incur (part of) the cost $\delta_f$ or $\delta_h$ before the informal negotiations begin since, for example, a unit decrease in $\delta_f$ only increases the firm’s net profits by $(1 - \alpha)$.

\[8\] For simplicity, we assume that, in case that beliefs on $p^C$ differ, the individual beliefs can be credibly revealed (we thus rule out strategic announcements of beliefs in order to manipulate the bargaining process).
Changes in taxes impact this transfer price as follows:

\[
\frac{dp^N}{dt_l} = -(1-\alpha) \frac{\delta_f}{(t_h-t_l)^2} < 0 \quad (6)
\]

\[
\frac{dp^N}{dt_h} = -\alpha \frac{\delta_h}{t_h^2} + (1-\alpha) \frac{\delta_f}{(t_h-t_l)^2} \quad (7)
\]

We can now state the following:

**Proposition 1.** (i) The transfer price decreases in \( t_l \). (ii) The transfer price increases in \( t_h \) if the government’s cost (\( \delta_h \)) is not much larger than the firm’s and/or its bargaining power not much smaller than the firm’s. (iii) A proportional increase in tax rates unambiguously increases profit shifting to the low-tax country.

**Proof:** (i) This comes from (6). (ii) This follows from inspection of (7). For \( \alpha = 0.5 \) and \( \delta_h = \delta_f \), \( t_h \) decreases in \( p^N \). (iii) Adding the right hand sides of (6) and (7) yields the net effect \(-\alpha \frac{\delta_h}{t_h^2} < 0\).

Note that, with the caveats in (ii), this matches the prediction of the concealment model that an increase in the tax gap leads to rising profits in the low-tax location. These caveats arise because an increase in \( t_h \) increases the firm’s benefit from profit shifting which, under the Nash bargaining solution, must be shared between parties.

As there is no concealment, enforcement plays no role. Other policy changes, however, do. First, if the formal process is overhauled to clarify potential outcomes, this can shift \( \hat{E}(\tilde{p}^C) \). For example, if pricing methods are altered to increase the minimum value of \( p \) and thus the expected price, it would increase the equilibrium price and reduce profit shifting. A change in only the variance of \( \tilde{p}^C \) has no effect, though, since agents are assumed to be risk neutral. However, if the firm’s managers have some discretion vis-à-vis their shareholders and are risk averse due to undiversified human capital, a mean-preserving decrease in the variance can be shown to increase the firm’s willingness to go to court and, thus, increases profit shifting in equilibrium. Similarly, if the OECD’s BEPS initiative streamlines reporting regulations lowering the costs of the formal process to both parties, this would have an ambiguous impact on profit shifting (as inspection of (5) shows).

**Proposition 2.** If the firm’s bargaining strength is not much stronger than the government’s, (i) a unit decrease in \( \delta_h \) and \( \delta_f \) decreases profit shifting; (ii) a proportional decrease in \( \delta_h \) and \( \delta_f \) decreases profit shifting as long as \( \delta_h \) is not much larger than \( \delta_f \).

**Proof:** Omitted.
Thus, especially if the firm’s bargaining power is large relative to the government, then clarification of reporting rules may even increase profit shifting implying that the BEPS initiative would have the opposite of its intended effect.

3 Conclusion

The empirical fact that large firms are frequently audited and, at the same time, are most responsible for profit shifting is at odds with the predominant focus on profit shifting with concealment. We present a model that reconciles these two observations. It predicts larger profit shifting when the tax gap widens even when auditing is frequent. This matches the empirical facts yet results in dramatically different policy conclusions. First, when transfer prices are negotiated, the suggestion that increased enforcement will eliminate profit shifting is incorrect. Second, efforts to streamline the international tax code may actually increase profit shifting depending on relative costs and bargaining strength.
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